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Dear Jason, 

  

I read your message in BIU News but I don’t understand very well. Have 
you notice about new Elite Riders? I know that the first 3 Rider in 
Scratch are promote to Elite because this is the normal procedure. This 
riders are Rafael Tibau, Morgan Remy and Juan Figueras. They are 
promote automatically. The request of promotion in Elite category must 
send to the President of Technical Committee. Not to BIU President or 
me or Mr. Libor. The President of Technical Committee is Mr. Jean 
Fabregas. Jean was elected during the Meeting in Sonico and only the 
Technical Commission can decide the Promotion in Elite Category. No 
other.  

The new Technical Commission it composed by: 

Mr. Jean Fabregas President. 

Mr. Radim Kakac adviser.  

Mr. Stefan Pcola adviser.  

In this day the Technical Commission have only the request by Mr. 
Armand Molla. 4th in Scratch. My opinion is that Zhao is a very good 
Rider. The best in China and 8th in Scratch. For this reason he can be a 
Elite. 

  

Dear Jason, write very soon to Technical Commission and ask the 
Promotion in Elite Category of your Rider. This is the right way. 

  

Best regards, 



Giuliano. 

  

PS: 

Dear Jason, 

The official new BIU web site is ready to start. I hope you can help me to 
publish many news! Your last about WBC on Xbreaker is very good! 
Thank you very much! 

  

Giuliano 

Elite 2013 

  

First of all where are the overall results from scratch? I still have not 
seen them, they are not on eurobiketrial and no one has passed on a 
link to anywhere they are. If we can all see the overall results and see 
how close the top3/top4/top5 were then It will be a lot easier to make a 
decision My opinion is that 7 riders is too many to promote to Elite. Elite 
is a special category, 7 is just a random number, if it is possible for 7 
riders to be promoted it does not feel so important and makes being a 
seeded rider seem less special. Yes, some riders were very close to the 
top 3 or top 5 – But being ‘very close’ is not enough Top 3 yes, top 5 if 
they make a request Is my opinion 

  

Thank you 

Scott wilson 

Hello Scott, 

  

I am very happy to hear you. The problem is every time the same: we 
need Official Web Site (now we will say OWS) to publish news. I am on 
work on www.biketrialinternational.com , please give me some days to start with your 

OWS. I hope you will can help me in this job. The rules say: 

Promotion is decided from the Technical Commission (Jean, Radim, 
Stefan). Not from Jury or Presidium. Technical Commission promote the 
3 first rider automatically and have the possibility to promote also other 



5 Riders. Who? In rules are not write the order of promotion. Is not write 
the first, the second … So need find parameters. I suggest this 
parameters: 

A) Rider must result in the firsts 8 in Scratch. 
B) Rider must ask his promotion in Elite. 

This is enough for me. Why? Because Rules are Rules. We don’t can 
have opinion. We must follow the rules. All that is write is rules. All that 
is not write is not rules. So, for example today have a request from 
China. The Chinese delegate ask us to promote the 8th in Scratch. The 
Senior Zhao Xuan; a very good rider. Zhao have right to go in Elite and 
have “ask” to go in Elite. Why we can say “NO” to Zhao. For me is 
“YES”. It’s also possible that the volition of other Rider in Scratch is to 
remain in Senior and try to win the World Championship in Senior 
Category …. Or not? But we need OWS to show all this things to all 
Rider. What do you think? 

  

Giuliano 

Dear Hiro, 

Dear Presidium Member, 

Dear Jury Member, 

  

This question is very important. This question is the first step in the 
new BIU system. Jury have already vote. Armand Molla is in Elite 
Category. Yes ! Now Mr. Hiro want have reason over the Jury. In the 
same system that happens in the last 20 years. Jury have vote but Mr. 
Hiro is not agree. So he don’t close the discussion never.  

  

Dear Hiro, 

  

In Sonico you have make a important declaration: You now will follow 
the statute. Who decide about the promotion in Elite: The President or 
the Jury ? If is the President need that Jury dont need. If is the Jury 
means that we follow the rules. 

  



Giuliano 

To Giuliano and presidium, 

  

The delay of Scratch ranking was caused of some mistakes in the 
Scratch ranking in Sonico. Then we have decided only the top 3 
(according to the rules as minimum top 3 go to Elite automatically). And 
left the rest decision in the later when we finished Scratch ranking. I 
finished it and sent it to Presidium and all delegates about a week ago. 
It was approved and it is the official results now. Therefore I forward the 
rest decision of the numbers to promote to Elite next year. As you know 
Scratch is not championship. It is just to see top 8 in RED color 
sections in WBC. It can be shown on web site, but to avoid confusion, 
better not together with WBC ranking results.  

The rest, from 4 to 8 can be decided by the BIU officials, checking the 
results in Scratch. It is normal. The process “Rider must ask his 
promotion in Elite” is not written in the rules. (May be good or may bad. 
We should think it from both sides.) But in this time we cannot add any 
rules or ideas. We better follow the active rules.  

  

I think Giuliano wants to start everything by new presidium, But we 
cannot change all things just in the over night. Does USA president 
leave the white house immediately after the election over? We made 
election of BIU president and presidium for 2013 and 2014. This season 
is not finished yet. Or is it written in the GA minutes or Statue to start 
the new presidium immediately soon after the WBC? Who has decided 
it? Presidium itself? I think web site should be forwarded first. We 
should discuss about our mistakes during WBC to improve for the next 
year. And we should decide about finance thing as soon as possible to 
forward WBC calendar for 2013. But the rest things should be left until 
2013 to avoid confusion and delay. 

  

Biketrial is not only a sport in Europe. We need communication and 
adjustment with all delegates belongs to BIU. If we have no discussion 
with all delegates and just 3 people in the TC members decided all rules 
matters including Scratch without explanation, we will loose our 
important traditional things in one day not so long.  

  



If TC members take all decision, I cannot or do not have to take the 
responsibility. Thanks. Then I do not feel any reason to stay in this post 
for BIU. So you better select the new president if you want to forward 
things like that. 

  

Sincerely yours, 

Hiro 
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